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Bioinformatics with Python Cookbook: Learn how to use modern Python bioinformatics libraries and applications to do cutting-edge research in computational biology, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover modern, next-generation sequencing libraries from Python ecosystem to analyze large amounts of biological data

	
		Key Features

		
			Perform complex bioinformatics analysis using the most important Python libraries and applications
	
			Implement next-generation sequencing,...
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Java I/OO'Reilly, 1999
Because it doesn't provide a printf() function like C/C++, some developers think Java isn't up to snuff with files and streams. Author Rusty Harold Elliotte argues against this notion in Java I/O, a book that shows how Java's stream support can help simplify network programming, internationalization, and even compression and...
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Adobe Digital Video How-Tos: 100 Essential Techniques with Adobe Production StudioAdobe Press, 2006
The Adobe Production Studio offers a complete post-production package that combines Adobe's video and graphics software with the timesaving integration and workflow features of Adobe Dynamic Link and Adobe Bridge. With the addition of Flash, videographers and filmmakers can bring their content to a rich, interactive presence on the Web as well. The...
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Beginning XML with C# 2008: From Novice to Professional (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2008
Beginning XML with C# 2008 focuses on XML and how it is used within .NET 3.5. As you’d expect of a modern application framework, .NET 3.5 has extensive support for XML in everything from data access to configuration, from raw parsing to code documentation. This book demystifies all of this. It explains the basics of XML as well as...
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Ubuntu Pocket Guide and ReferenceMacFreda Publishing, 2009
The indispensable and concise guide to Ubuntu, read by over half a million people! Ideal for ALL releases of Ubuntu!    Written by award-winning author Keir Thomas, Ubuntu Pocket Guide and Reference quickly transforms its readers into experts.     In its clear and concise pages, you learn step-by-step about installation--getting Ubuntu onto your...
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Beginning F#Apress, 2009
Functional programming is perhaps the next big wave in application development. As experienced developers know, functional programming makes its mark by allowing application builders to develop solutions to complicated programming situations cleanly and efficiently. A rich history of functional languages, including Erlang and OCaml, leads the...
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Developing Flex 4 Components: Using ActionScript & MXML to Extend Flex and AIR ApplicationsAddison Wesley, 2011

	The first book to completely demystify leading-edge component development with the Adobe Flex 3 platform - How to build components for Flex and AIR applications using ActionScript 3.0 and Adobe's powerful MXML user interface markup language - Covers expert techniques most books ignore, including component metadata, error handling,...
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Visual C# Game Programming for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	Imagine this scenario: You create a hunter character with random stats and hit points and enter the dungeon to begin exploring for treasure. You stumble upon a zombie pacing near a pile of gear and gold! You attack the zombie and it strikes back! You roll 1D20 and score a critical hit! The 20 point die plus dexterity, against the...
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C++ for EveryoneJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book is an introduction to C++ and computer programming that focuses on the
	essentials—and on effective learning. The book is designed to serve a wide range of
	student interests and abilities and is suitable for a first course in programming for
	computer scientists, engineers, and students in other disciplines. No prior...
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Beginning BlackBerry 7 DevelopmentApress, 2011

	Are you interested in creating BlackBerry apps using the latest BlackBerry 7 and BlackBerry Java Plug-in for Eclipse? Then this is the book for you. Beginning BlackBerry 7 Development offers a hands-on approach to learning how to build and deploy sophisticated BlackBerry apps using the latest tools...
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Game Mechanics: Advanced Game Design (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2012

	This in-depth resource teaches you to craft mechanics that generate challenging, enjoyable, and well-balanced gameplay. You’ll discover at what stages to prototype, test, and implement mechanics in games and learn how to visualize and simulate game mechanics in order to design better games. Along the way, you’ll practice what...
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Next Generation Excel: Modeling in Excel for Analysts and MBAs (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Rutgers professor, Dr. Isaac Gottlieb demonstrates an array of advanced financial and accounting functions in this practical Excel modeling book. He shows how to quickly create models that deliver accurate, relevant information related to efficiency, forecasting, and a host of other business and reporting issues. This book describes how Excel...
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